
Teebox aus Holz
Instructions No. 750
 Difficulty: Beginner

To start your little break, eight compartments hold your tea supply..

And so it goes:

Prime the wooden box including the drawers with the one in Paint sponge the " Wood stain white". Then wipeEbonyup the glaze " " very gently in some areas,
so that a lively look is created.

Now cut out the motifs with the silhouette scissors. The scissors are particularly suitable for delicate work with delicate materials. Fix the motifs on the box
with the spray glue, so you have more room for manoeuvre when designing, because the motif can be optimally placed and repositioned if necessary.

Now apply the decoupage adhesive to the designs. Use the Napkins- brush. It minimizes wrinkling and the risk of cracks in the motif. Apply a few smaller
motifs to the photo cardboard and let them dry well. Seal the motifs with the decoupage varnish to make them resistant. Then cut out the clay cardboard
motifs carefully.

Additional tip: You can work outEbonythe contours of the wooden box with the " Wood stain " by carefully tracing the edges. Or, for those who like it quick and
easy, use the StazOn Ink Pads. Simply pull the cushion side over the edges - done.

Finally, glue the photo cardboard motifs onto the wooden box.

Now you Selection still need only tea and a good book to relax..

Article number Article name Qty
754415-01 Wood stain, 50 mlWhite 1
754415-18 Wood stain, 50 mlEbony 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

Article information:



706674-00 Photo cardboardWhite 1
740708-10 VBS Decoupage adhesive100 ml 1
740715-10 VBS Decoupage varnish, "Glossy"100 ml 1
120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
521802 VBS Silhouette scissors 1
110938 Spray adhesive Odif 404, removable 1
542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1
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